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EU (not only) commercial policy
• Cooperation and Promotion of EU’s social, civil, environmental and juridical values 

constitute one of the pillars of the Treaty on the European Union (TEU, Article 21)

Ø The Treaty on the Functioning of the EU -> EU trade policy must be consistent with the 

principles enumerated in the Article 21 of the TEU

Ø Further rules on competition and standards (e.g. Level playing field clauses in commercial 

treaties)

COMMERCIAL POLICY AS AN INSTRUMENT TO ACHIEVE THESE GOALS.



This paper in a nutshell
• Focuses on three domains: 

Ø Protection/Promotion of Civil Rights;

Ø Protection/Promotion of Labor rights (assembly, working hours, illness leave, etc); 

Ø Environmental Protection (pollution, biodiversity,

• Provides a conceptual framework to distinguish between 

Ø Indirect Channel –> Trade Policy on Trade Flows on NTPOs

Ø Direct Channel –>  Trade Policy effect on single NTPOs

• Test of the direct channels using a recent dataset on NTPs at world level.
Ø Direct effects vary depending on the specific provision considered

Ø No evidence of a consistent direct effect of NTPs on the related outcome



CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK AND EXISTING LITERATURE



Conceptual Framework
• Direct Effect: the agreement include some prescription that are 
sufficient to trigger adjustment in a country’s internal legislation

• Indirect Effect: Adjustment of NTPO mediated by trade 
requirements and trade performance of commercial partners



Related Literature – Indirect Channel
• Larger evidence on the effect of trade related provisions on trade performance such

as Intellectual Property Rights, Investment Provisions etc.
Ø See for instance Antràs and Staiger, 2012; Orefice and Rocha, 2014; Laget et al, 2020; 

LeClercq et al. (2020)

• Lesser emphasis on Non-Trade related provisions effects on trade

Ø Limao (2007) 

Ø Brandi et al (2020) – Positive Effect on Pollution

Ø Hafner-Burton (2005,2011) – Positive of trade on Human Rights (unclear, depending on 
prevalent standards in partner countries. See Chyzh, 2016)

Ø Greenhill et al (2009) – Positive effect of Trade on Labor Rights 



Related Literature – Direct Channel
• Multi-disciplinary interest (Political Science, Law and Economics above all) but scant 

empirical literature

• Inconclusive evidence

• No causality

ØEnvironmental Protection: 

• McLaughlin et al (2007) – provisions are more effective if their design is binding

• Brandi et al (2020) – Green PTA counter pollution haven 

ØHuman Rights:

• Hafner-Burton (2009) – provision lead to compliance

• Spilker and Boehmelt (2013) – Self Selection in HR clause 



Some evidence
Extensive and growing inclusion of NTPs over time Reduced importance of EU as a trade partner



METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS



Data

• Non Trade Outcomes dataset - NTPOID_v2_dataset (Manchin, 2021)

ØAggregation of several sources (EPI, IPE,WDI, QoG,SPIDER)

• Non Trade issues in PTA database (Lechner, 2018)

ØOriginal Data, containing over 665 PTA over the period 1945-2018

ØEU is signatory partner to 90 of these (many of which include multiple parties)

• UN-Comtrade



Methodological Framework
• To test the indirect channel, we run the following simple regression

𝑁𝑇𝑂!" = βProvision#$ + γ𝑂𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠!" +3𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦!"
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• Where

Ø𝑷𝒓𝒐𝒗𝒊𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏𝒊𝒕 is a switch dummy taking value 1 from the year of the agreement including the 

given provision.

Ø𝑶𝒑𝒆𝒏𝒏𝒆𝒔𝒔𝒊𝒕 is a set of measures capturing the generic openness of a country

Ø𝜼𝒊, 𝝉𝒕 are country and time fixed effects

Ø∑𝑰𝒏𝒕𝒆𝒏𝒔𝒊𝒕𝒚𝒊𝒕
𝒋 collects j different measures of intensity of trade with the EU



EU, Trade with the EU and NTO



Correlation does not mean causation
Results are quite heterogeneous, and depends on the domain at stake

Ø NTPs have positive and substantial impact on Civil Rights Protection

Ø NTPs have negative impact on Environmental Protection and Labor Rights 

ØOpenness seems negatively correlated with all NTPOs.

Ø Higher exports to the EU are associated with lower (!) environmental protection standards and 
to lower protection of labor rights.

BUT: 
Øperformance in NTO might drive self-selection into agreements, by co-determining the incentives 

to sign and of what to include. 

ØNo control for the nature of the enforcing mechanism provided in each agreement. 



The causal (non) effect of NTPs 
• Inconsistent results makes hard to draw any conclusion on the direction of the relationship 

between NTPs and policy outcomes.

• Lack of satisfying evidence to claim causation have characterized most of the studies focusing 

on the direct channel.

• Self selection into trade agreements à ENDOGENEITY

Ø Instrumental Variable

Ø Matching

We Propose Synthetic Control Method as a generalized form of Matching (Abadie and 

Gardeazabal, 2003; Billmeier e Nannicini, 2013; Abadie et al.,2015; ) 



The Non-Technical set-up (I)

THE IDEA: to find a set of untreated units that can be optimally combined to 

replicate the treated unit pre-treatment

ØFor each treated unit (𝑖) (Agreement signatory partner), we identify a unique treatment 

occurrence (𝑇_(𝑖,0), the signing of an agreement including the NTP of interest) that 

maximizes the span of years without other trade agreements by 𝑖)

ØFor each 𝑖, identify a donor pool of control units: countries signing a trade agreement the 

closest in time possible to 𝑇_(𝑖,0), that never had the NTP of interest



The Non-Technical set-up (II)

ØFor each 𝑖, matching on predictors of outcome 

• Past performance of the NTPO of interest 𝑡 − 5 , 𝑡 − 3 , (𝑡 − 1)

• GDP, GDPC, POP)

• Trade With EU

ØConstruct a synthetic control unit as linear combination of outcome in control units assigning 

more weight to controls that have closer values for the factors variables in the pre treatment 

period.

Ø Identifying assumptions: weights are time invariant

Ø Inference: exact inference technique (placebo controls are also run)



Aggregate results



Heterogeneous impacts



Heterogeneous impacts (II)

• No clear trend
• Effect depends on the country involved

NTPs seem to have no homogenous effect on EU partners’ individual 
performance wrt the related outcome



CONCLUSIONS AND WAYS FORWARD



Limitations SCM and ways forward

1. The current procedure does not take into account potential spillover effects. 

2. The process of matching cannot take into account temporal mismatches

3. Also, OV bias might affect matching and the construction of the counterfactual

4. Delay/Anticipation of wrt signing appears to be frequent. How to account for it?
5. Alternative applications are possible:

• Inclusive Synthetic Control (Di Stefano and Mellace, wp 2020)
• Generalized Synthetic Control (Xu, 2017; Becker and Kloessner, 2018)
• Experimental Design (Doudchenko et al., mimeo)



Concluding Remarks and Policy Implications
• Strong conditionality in PTA might have adverse effects

Ø Refrain partners to sign agreements

Ø Increase negotiation burden

Ø Diversion of trade? 

• Descriptive evidence suggests highly heterogeneous relationships between NTP in 
commercial agreements and their related NTPO
Ø «Race to the Bottom» vs «March to the Top» 

• Country level analysis offers a much more complex pattern
Ø The effects of commercial agreements are not neutral to partners’ characteristics

• How do commercial interests interact with the principles and values advocated by the EU 
(Borchert et al., 2021)?



THANK YOU!



Extra: 
List of Agreements 
(by Provision)



Extra: 
In-space placebo test:

Iteratively, assigns the 
“treatment” (signing of a given 
agreement) to one of the 
control units.

Checks robustness of the 
outcome against spurious 
relationship



Extra: 
Leave-One-Out Test

Iteratively removes one of the 
potential controls from the 
donor pool 

Checks robustness of the 
synthetic counterfactual 
against sample selection


